Name of the Tool

ElecDir - Electronics and Electrical Web Directory

Home Page

Logo

URL

www.elecdir.com/

Subject

Web sites – Directories
Electronics – Directories

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

ElecDir - Electronics and Electrical Web Directory

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

It provides the links of the websites which are related to electronics. Websites on
different categories are given here. Some of those are: electromechanical, hardware,
human interfaces, image processing, personal computer display, transformers and
inductors, optoelectronics and fiber, production equipment and materials etc. Any
visitor can search the required website country wise or continent wise.

Kind of Information

The directory contains information on a variety of categories. Total no. of websites
under each category are given in brackets. Under each category, the subcategories
are listed also including their total no. of websites. An example is given below:

Under each of those categories, lists of websites are given. Each website is given
including its URL, screenshot of its home page, location, type or category and a sgort
description. Such as an website of noise and vibration gives result like:

Press releases are displayed in the left side of this directory with the date and
location. New press release and new site can be submitted by filling up the given
form. Newest listings are kept separately.

Special Features
 Visitors can search this directory including the advance search facility.
 Hyperlinks of related sites can be seen while a particular website is opened and
links of related press releases are available also.

Arrangement Pattern

The main categories and the sub –categories are arranged alphabetically as shown
below:

Remarks

This is very relevant tool to know about different categories of electronics and the
related websites of different countries. The press releases help the visitors to be
updated on the current topics.
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 eleB2B: India's Online B2B Directory of Electronics Suppliers
( www.eleb2b.com/ )

8th March’ 2017.

